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The Robosapien Companion: Tips, Tricks, and Hacks (Technology in Action)Apress, 2005
You'll lovenThe Robosapien Companion: Tips, Tricks, and Hacks  whether you're a robotics expert or beginner. And whether you own a Robosapien or not, or are anticipating the V2 release, you'll learn about the workings and theory of this fun robot. An owner of several Robosapiens himself, author Jamie Samans covers everything from basics like...
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UNIX Hints and HacksQue, 1999
UNIX Hints & Hacks is designed to instantly reward you through increased productivity and satisfaction with UNIX. Each and every hint and/or hack provides real value-not just a list of obvious procedures marked as secrets. Chapters on administration and networking will provide you with useful tips and tricks for...
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Wireless Security HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2005
This book was written to give the reader a well-rounded understanding
of wireless network security. It looks at wireless from multiple perspectives,
ranging from auditor, to security architect, to hacker. This wide
scope benefits anyone who has to administer, secure, hack, or participate
on a wireless network. Going through this...
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Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2015

	Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n Network ventures further into cutting-edge techniques and methods than its predecessor, Dissecting the Hack: The F0rb1dd3n Network. It forgoes the basics and delves straight into the action, as our heroes are chased around the world in a global race against the clock. The danger they face will...
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Joe Grand's Best of Hardware, Wireless, & Game Console Hacking: Includes DVD with 20 Hacks in High-Res ColorSyngress Publishing, 2006
Before you start your hacking projects, you'll need the right arsenal of tools. For some hacks, you might need only a single screwdriver. For others, you could need a workshop complete with power tools and advanced electronic equipment. For the most part, it isn't necessary to have a world-class laboratory or top-of-the-line computer system to...
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Retro Gaming HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Maybe it was the recent Atari 2600 milestone anniversary that fueled nostalgia for the golden days of computer and console gaming.  Every Game Boy must ponder his roots from time to time.  But whatever is driving the current retro gaming craze, one thing is certain: classic games are back for a big second act, and they're being...
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Hacking Electronics: An Illustrated DIY Guide for Makers and HobbyistsMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	Bring your electronic inventions to life!


	"This full-color book is impressive...there are some really fun projects!" -GeekDad, Wired.com


	Who needs an electrical engineering degree? This intuitive guide shows how to wire, disassemble, tweak, and re-purpose everyday devices quickly and easily. Packed with...
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Certified Ethical Hacker Exam PrepQue, 2006
The CEH certification shows knowledge of network penetration testing skills. The CEH exam takes three hours and 125 questions, requiring a broad and deep knowledge of network security issues. The CEH Exam Prep is the perfect solution for this challenge, giving you the solid, in-depth coverage...
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From Russia with Tough Love: Pavel's Kettlebell Workout for a Femme FataleDragon Door Publications, 2002

	In Russia, kettlebells have long been revered as the fitness-tool of choice for Olympic athletes, elite special forces and martial artists. The kettlebell’s ballistic movement challenges the body to achieve an unparalleled level of physical conditioning and overall strength.


	But until now, the astonishing benefits of the...
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Raspberry Pi Hacks: Tips & Tools for Making Things with the Inexpensive Linux ComputerMaker Media, Inc, 2014

	
		With more than 60 practical and creative hacks, this book helps you turn Raspberry Pi into the centerpiece of some cool electronics projects. Want to create a controller for a camera or a robot? Set up Linux distributions for media centers or PBX phone systems? That’s just the beginning of what you’ll find inside...
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Perl Hacks : Tips & Tools for Programming, Debugging, and SurvivingO'Reilly, 2006
With more than a million dedicated programmers, Perl has proven to be
 the best computing language for the latest trends in computing and
 business. While other languages have stagnated, Perl remains fresh
 thanks to its community-based development model, which encourages the
 sharing of information among users. This tradition...
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Ajax Hacks : Tips & Tools for Creating Responsive Web SitesO'Reilly, 2006
Ajax, the popular term for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is one of the most important combinations of technologies for web developers to know these days. With its rich grouping of technologies, Ajax developers can create interactive web applications with XML-based web services, using JavaScript in the browser to process the...
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